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Abstract

Background: In several countries with a high incidence of tuberculosis (TB), direct sputum smear microscopy remains the most cost effective tool for diagnosing patients with infectious tuberculosis and for monitoring their progress on treatment. The objective of the current study was to assess the quality of laboratory service in AFB microscopy of Tigray Region. Randomly selected health facilities were participated in the external quality assessment. Data was entered and analyzed using SPSS version 20.

Results: Between December 2015 and February 2016, a total of 80 laboratories were participated. Most (87%) of the laboratories have continuous electric supply. Only 70% of the health facilities have continuous water pipe water and 56.5% have no separate table for smear preparation, staining, microscopy and recording. From the distributed panel slides, 91% of the Health facilities were scored 100% concordant results but 9% of the health facilities were scored discordant results. The main reasons for discordant results were shortage of training, nonfunctional microscope, have no lens cleaning and using of unfiltered carbol fuchsin reagent.

Conclusions: The performance of health facilities for smear microscopy reading and smear quality were relatively low in this study area, because smear positivity rate and annual negative slide volume of the health facilities were below the standard. Therefore Strengthening the EQA program and technical support on smear quality indicators are recommended to ensure for better quality diagnostic service of tuberculosis.
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Introduction

In several countries with a high incidence of tuberculosis (TB), direct sputum smear microscopy remains the most cost effective tool for diagnosing patients with infectious tuberculosis and for monitoring their progress on treatment. The current increase in multi-drug resistant TB (MDR-TB) cases and the emergence of extensive drug resistant TB (XDR-TB) refers that TB laboratory services should be performed totally according to the appropriate standards. Delayed both diagnosis of TB and determination of drug resistance have contributed to the dissemination of MDR- and XDR-TB. The main purpose in tuberculosis laboratory is to generate accurate, reliable and timely test results for clinicians [1-3].

The World Health Organization strategy for tuberculosis control (DOTS) depends on a network of laboratories that provide acid fast bacilli (AFB) sputum smear microscopy. The establishment of a broad network of well-functioning peripheral laboratories within the context of the health system and readily accessible to the population is a high priority for any tuberculosis control program [4]. If the laboratory diagnosis is unreliable, all other activities will be affected. However, the quality of laboratory services often may not be considered a high priority of the National Tuberculosis Program (NTP). Microscopy errors are likely to result in failure to detect persons with infectious TB who will then continue to spread infection in the community or unnecessary treatment for “non-cases.” Errors in reading follow up smears can result in patients being placed on prolonged treatment, retreatment and in treatment discontinued prematurely [2]. Therefore, quality assurance of laboratory services, including AFB sputum smear microscopy, is essential. Both the availability and quality of AFB smear microscopy are dependent on national programs that support, train and monitor the testing performance of individual laboratories. The current study was aimed to assess the quality of laboratory service in AFB microscopy in Tigray Region.

Materials and Methods

Study design, period and area

The State of Tigray has an estimated area of 80,000 square kilometers. According to the 2007 Census the state’s population size was 4,316,988 of which 2,126,465 were males and 2,190,523 were females. The urban residents of the region number 844,040 and its rural residents 3,472,948. The region has 102 ART centers. All of these health institutions send sample for laboratory investigation to Tigary health research institute. A cross sectional study was conducted between December 2015 and February 2016.

Study subjects, sample size and sampling method

Randomly selected health facilities were participated in the external quality assessment. Structured checklists and panel test slides were prepared. Data was collected using structured checklists and standard formats for recording results of panel test slides.

Data collection procedure and quality control

Data were collected using the three external quality assessment methods (on site evaluation, blinded rechecking and panel tests).

Onsite evaluation

This was conducted using the standard checklist to assess the three phases of the Laboratory work flow and overall working condition.
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Blinded rechecking

Health facilities stored slide sequentially based on national guideline. Sample size (volume of slides) was based on modified statistical sampling method called Lot Quality Assurance sampling (LQAS). This depends on the negative slide volume and slide positivity rate of the previous year.

Panel testing

For the panel testing, positive and negative sputum samples were collected and processed in Tigray health research institute. Negative smears and different grades of positive smears were prepared for panel testing. Samples were taken from each negative and positive prepared slide. The slides were stained by ZN staining technique to check for quality of smears and grades of positive slides using 100 × objectives. Unstained panel test slides were then dispatched to the peripheral laboratories. A total of 800 panel test slides with different results were prepared and 10 slides from each were distributed to each peripheral laboratory and pass mark was determined based on national guidelines. All the laboratory procedures were conducted following the standard operating procedure (SOP). The quality of data was checked by reviewing the questionnaire for consistency and extensiveness.

Data processing and analysis

Data were entered, cleaned and analyzed using SPSS version 20. Smear quality indicators and AFB results were calculated. Each laboratory was evaluated for major errors indicate gross technical deficiencies and include both high false positive (HFP) and high false negative (HFN) errors. It was considered as HFP when a negative smear was misread as 1+ to 3+ and HFN when a 1+ to 3+ positive smear was misread as negative. Minor errors indicate low false positive (LFP), low false negative (LFN) and quantification error (QE). It was considered as LFP when a negative smear was misread as low positive (1–9AFB/100 fields) and LFN when a low positive smear (1–9AFB/100 fields) was misread as negative. Variables having P value <0.05 in bivariate analysis were entered into multivariate analysis to manage confounder variables. Significant association was set at P value < 0.05.

Ethical approval

Ethical approval was obtained from Tigray regional health bureau and permission was obtained from each health facilities before conducting this study.

Results

A total of 80 laboratories were participated. Most (87%) of the laboratories have continuous electric supply. Only 70% of the health facilities have continuous pipe water and 56.5% have no separate table for smear preparation, staining, microscopy and recording. Most laboratories decontaminate sputum before disposal (Table 1).

On site evaluation

In fourteen percent laboratories have shortage of AFB reagents and only 71% of laboratories performed internal quality control (IQC) for new AFB reagents and routinely in a weekly manner using known positive and negative control smears. Ten percent laboratories used AFB reagents with expired reagent and with no concentration label. 24% laboratories didn’t filter AFB reagents and 29% laboratories didn’t use tissue paper to clean microscope due to stock out.

Annual negative slide volume and slide positivity rate

Standard request paper for AFB is not available in 29% laboratories and 10% laboratories didn’t adhere to the national guideline grading system to report client results. Majority of the health facilities have low annual slide number (<300/year) and slide positivity rate. The average slide positivity rate of health facilities was 6.9% (Table 2).

Blinded rechecking

A total of 3246 slides were collected from the health facilities using EQA guideline. Among the collected slides 129 (4%) were reported positive and 3117 (96%) negative at the peripheral laboratories. Most (98%) of the slides were concordant results but in 2% health facilities discordant results were reported. The quality of most (80%) slides was normal regarding the six quality indicators.

Discussion

Well-timed and accurate diagnosis of TB and proper treatment are essential for dropping disease burden as well as transmission in...
the community [5]. Even though quality assurance in tuberculosis laboratories is an indispensable component of effective tuberculosis control, quality assurance in the absence of an effective treatment program will have little impact and is a misdirected priority. Thus, a well-functioning national TB control program, including case finding by sputum smear microscopy and the provision of effective treatment based on the DOTS strategy, is an absolute precondition to a fruitful Quality Assurance Program [6].

In this study the average panel test score of the participating laboratories were 91%. This is relatively high compared to other studies conducted in Ethiopia, Amahara region which was 77% [7]. This difference may due method difference because we used three methods (blind rechecking, proficiency testing and onsite evaluation) but they used only blind rechecking. In our finding false positive results was reported in 4.7% laboratories. This is lower than study conducted in Ethiopia Amhara region which was 14.4% [7]. But higher than studies conducted in Tanzania, India and Iraq that reported no false positive result [8-10]. Laboratory false Positive smear results leads to patient receiving unnecessary treatment with toxic drugs and in addition puts precious resources of the programme to drain, increasing the health care costs [11].

In this study reported that SPR <5% was 40%. This is different from study conducted in Amhara region, Ethiopia which was 83.1% [7]. This difference may be due to geographical difference. In our set up there is continuous assessment and training based on their gaps. Both low SPR and ANSV were found in 23% of laboratories. This finding is higher compared to the 2.9% of diagnostic centers with low SPR (<5%) and low ANSV (< 301 slides) reported in New Delhi [12]. In contrast it is lower than study conducted in Ethiopia which was 39.8% [7].

This study demonstrates false negativity rate was 9%. The finding is different from studies done in Ethiopia, Vietnam, India and Iraq that reported the 20.4%, 18.7%, 3.7% and 2.3% of false negative results, respectively [5,12,13]. False negative results may be due to nonfunctional microscope, knowledge gap, reagent quality and not scanning of 100 fields before reporting client results.

Conclusion

In conclusion the performance of health facilities for smear microscopy reading and smear quality were relatively low in this study area, because smear positivity rate and ANSV of the health facilities were below the standard. In addition the infrastructure of TB laboratory is also poor. Therefore strengthening the EQA program and technical support on smear quality indicators are recommended to ensure for better quality diagnostic service of tuberculosis.
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